1. AIR
Shall we complete the poem?
When the air blew,
The windows opened!
As windows opened,
The papers flew!
When the air blew,
The trees swayed!
As trees swayed,
The leaves withered!
When the air blew,
The clothesline glide!
As clothesline glide,
The clothes dried!
When the air blew,

When the air blew,
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Look at the picture and answer.
 Why do coconut leaves move?
 Why do kites fly?
 What is filled in the balloon?
 Why do the blades of the windmill rotate?

Air is present all around us.
We cannot see air.
We can feel air.
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BREATHE

Close one nostril and inhale air
through the other nostril. When
you do this you can feel air going
inside.

When you exhale, keep your
finger below your nose. You can
feel air coming out.

 Inhaling and exhaling of air through the nose is called
breathing.
 We should breathe to live. Air is essential for breathing.

Do you know that trees
also
breathe?

Plants, animals and man need
air for breathing.
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Bubbles are coming out from the mouth of the fish.
Do you know why?
Shall we know the speed of Air !
Look at the pictures and number them 1, 2, 3.. based on the speed
of air that forced the trees to bend.

 Air moving slowly and gently is called breeze.
 Air moving strongly is called storm.
 Very strong wind is called gale.
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Shall we know the direction of the wind?

Blow a balloon. Tie it and
allow it to fly in the air. The
direction in which it flies
shows the direction of the
wind.
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Fill in the blanks choosing the right choice.

Football is filled with
(air / water)

The direction in which the kite flies is
(the direction of wind / opposite to the
direction of the wind )

Inhaling and exhaling air through the
nose is known as
(Respiration / Digestion)

is produced from the
windmill.
(Electricity / Light)

is helpful for
candle to burn.
(Gentle breeze / Strong wind)
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Shall we make a fan!

 Take a paper.
 Draw a picture that you like and
colour it.
 After colouring it fold it alternatively
and hold it tightly at the bottom.
 Wave it. Can you feel the air ?

Can you say how the candle light is put out ?
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Shall we make a balloon missile?
Shall we jump and catch it as it goes higher?

Watch the balloon missile as it goes higher.
Why does the balloon fly high?
Shall we float a balloon boat in water?
Isn’t it beautiful to see the boat floating?

Watch the balloon boat moving in water.....
Why does the balloon boat move forward in water?

Do you know?
What are the necessary things needed for the movement of
cycles, two wheelers, four wheelers and aeroplanes ?
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2.

WATER

I come as Rain!
Flow as Flood!
Gather as Pond!
Change as Lake!
Run as River!
Mingle with the sea
Transform into clouds
To return as Rain again!
I quench thirst!
Put out fire!
Clean everything!
Give electricity!
Make plants grow!
There is no life without me!
I am “Water”
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I am going to talk to you ! Do you know about me ?

I am essential for your life
I fall on earth as rains..

When I flow into the shallow pits,
I am called Pond.

When I collect in deep,
wide places I am called Lake.

When small streams join
together, I am called River.

When all the rivers meet
together, I am called Sea.

The main source of water is Rain ! There are different water sources
such as Pond, Lake, River and Sea.
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Shall we write in which of the water sources
Shankar and Saritha are fishing….

Write whether these water
sources are natural or
artificial.
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Shall we mention the uses of water?

To cook…..

To wash clothes….

To grow plants….

To put out fire...

Discuss with your friends, the other uses of water.
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Drinking water should be stored in clean vessels.



Drinking water should be covered and protected from

`

impurities.



Drinking water should be boiled, filtered, cooled and used.



Drinking water should not be polluted.



Drinking water should not be wasted.



We should save every drop of water.



It is our duty to save water.

Polluted water contains disease causing germs. Drinking
polluted water causes diseases. Therefore we should protect
and keep water clean.
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Observe the pictures and mark whether the following statements
are right or wrong!
The discharged water comes
from the factory.
The water for cultivation
comes from the dam.
This water can be used for
drinking.
This water should not be
used for bathing.

The polluted water from the
dyeing factory is coming out
through the pipe.
The pure water is coming out
through the pipe.
This water can be used for
washing.

Plastic waste is mixed with

In this water, crops grow well.

water.
Garbage should not be mixed
with water.
This water can be used for
agriculture.
This water cannot be used for
cooking.
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Mettur Dam is situated in
Salem District in Tamilnadu.
We get hydroelectric power
from this dam.

Courtallam Waterfalls,
Tirunelveli District, Tamilnadu.

Name some of the waterfalls
that you know.

Do you know?
Why do most of the parts of
the Earth look blue?
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